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The mestizos, along with many pure Indians, adopted to a considerable degree

the Spanish language and the faith of the Spanish church. The Indians, while
unfree, had usually been unfree under their own tribal chiefs; they were spared
from tribal war; and the rigors of the Inquisition were mild compared with the
sheer physical cruelty of the Aztecs or Incas. The printing press was brought to
Mexico in 1544. By the middle of the sixteenth century Spanish America consisted
of two great viceroyalties, those of Mexico and Peru, with twenty-two bishoprics,
and with a university in each viceroyalty, the University of Lima established in
1551, that of Mexico in 1553. When Harvard College was founded in New England
(in 1636) there were five universities on the European model in Spanish America.

In 1545 a great discovery was made, the prodigiously rich silver deposits at
Potosi in Peru. (It is now in Bolivia.) Almost simultaneously, better methods of
extracting silver from the ore by the use of mercury were developed. American
production of precious metals shot up suddenly and portentously. For years. after
the mid-century. half a million pounds of silver flowed annually from America to
Spain, and ten thousand pounds of gold. The riches of Potosi financed the
European projects of the king of Spain. Peruvian ores, Indian labor, and Spanish
management combined to make possible the militant and anti-Protestant phase of
the Counter Reformation.

The opening of the Atlantic reoriented Europe. In an age of oceanic communica-
tions Europe became a center from which America, Africa, and Asia could all be
reached. In Europe itself, the Atlantic coast enjoyed great advantages over the
center. No sooner did the Portuguese begin to bring spices from the East Indies
than Antwerp began to flourish as the point of redistribution for northern Europe.
But for a century after the great discoveries the northern peoples did not take to
the oceans. French corsairs did indeed put out from Bayonne or Saint-Malo, and
Dutch prowlers and English "sea dogs" followed at the close of the century, all
bent upon plundering the Iberian treasure ships, Still the Spanish and Portuguese
kept their monopoly. No organized effort, backed by governments, came from
the north until about 1600. For it is by no means geography alone that determines
economic development, and the English. Dutch, and French could not make use
of the opportunities with which the opening of the Atlantic provided them until
they had cleared up domestic troubles at home and survived the perils and hazards
of the Wars of Religion.

12. The Comruercinl Rwolution 
l

In the great economic readjustment that was taking place in Europe, the opening
of ocean trade routes was important, but it was by no means the only factor, I
Two others were the growth of population and a long, gradual rise in prices, or
a slow inflation.

European population again grew rapidly, as in the High Middle Ages, reaching
about 90 million in 1600, of which 20 million represented the growth during the
sixteenth century, The increase took place in all countries, though it is wellto:
remember that distribution was quite different from what we have known in more.
recent times. England in 1600 had no more than five million inhabitants. France
had almost four times as many, and the German states altogether about as manyi
as France. Italy and Spain had fewer than France, and distant Russia, within its.
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then boundaries, may have had no more than ten million people. some cities

grr* t"Ur,*tially, with London and Paris approaching 200,000; Antwerp, Lisbon,
"and 

seville, thanks to the ocean trade, jumped to 100,000 by 1600. But smaller

lo*nt t.tuined much the same; Europe as a whole was probably no more

uiOanizeO than in the later Middle Ages. Most of the population growth represented

increasing density in the rural regions.3
The st-ady rise in prices, which is to say the steady decline in value of a given

unit of nloniy (such as a shilling), constituted a gradual inflation. It has been

called a "price revolution," but it was so slow as to be hardly comparable to the

kinds of inflation known in the twentieth century. One cause seems to have lain

in the growth of population itself, which set up an increasing demand for food.

This miant that niw land was brought under cultivation' land that was less fertile'

more inaccessible or more difficult to work than the fields that had been cultivated

previously. with increasing costs of production, agricultural prices rose; in
^England, 

ior example, they about quadrupled during the sixteenth century' Prices

weie also pushed up*urd by the increase in the volume of money. The royal

habit of debasing the currency brought a larger amount of money. into circulation,

since larger nurnb"r. of florins, reals, or livres wete obtained from the same

amount of uuttion. The flow of gold and silver from America also made money

more plentiful, but the impact of Peruvian and Mexican mines can easily be

exaggirated. Even before the discovery of America, the development of gold and

silvii mines had augmented the European money supply. In any case, an increase

of money supply is inflationary only if it runs ahead of the volume of monetary

transactions. The expansion oi both population and commerce thus checked the

inflationary forces. I.ievertheless, the long trend of prices was upward. It affected

all prices, including rents and other payments that were set in money values, but

it siems that the price of hired labor, i.e., wages, rose the least. The price changes

thus had different effects on the well-being of social classes'
Commercial undertakings were favored by rising prices and growing population'

Merchants could count onlncreasing numbers of customers, new men could enter

trade with hope of success, stocks of goods rose in value with the passage of

tim., uJUorio*ed money could more easily be repaid. Governments benefited
.f*o, to iu. ur kings couldcount on having more taxpayers and more soldiers'

The economic Jhanges in Europe in the early modern period have been called
ttt. "Cor*.rli"f n"""f"tion," *iri"h in general signifies the rise of a capitalistic
economy and the transition from a town-centered to a nation-centered economic
system. This ..revolution" was an exceptionally slow and protracted one, for it
began at i"ur, ur early as the fourteenth 

-entury 

and lasted until machine industry
began to overshadow commerce.

Changes in Commerce and Production

ln the Middle Ases the town and its adjoining country formed an economic unit.a
C'att,t"n, treu"nit.o in guilds. produced common articles for local use' Peasants
anO torJs soi;lh;i. ag;culturat products to the local town, from which they

r See Appendix III for estimares of population of selected cities and counlries at various dates'
ree pp. 3 l - l : .
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bought what the craftsmen produced. The town protected itself by its own tariffs

and regulations. In the workshop the master both owned his "capital"-his

house. workbench, tools, and materials-and acted as a workman himself along

with ha]f a dozen journeymen and apprentices. The masters owned a modest

capital, but they were hardly capitalists. They produced only upon order, or at

least for customers whose tastes and number were known in advance' There was

little profit, little risk of loss, and not much innovation'
al tnir changed with the widening of the trading Elrea, or market' Even in the

Middle Ages, as we have seen, there was a certain amount of long-distance

trading in articles that could not be produced as well in one place as in another'

Gradually more articles came within this category. Where goods were produced

to be sold at some time in the future, in faraway places, to persons unknown, the

local guildmaster could not manage the operation. He lacked the money (or

"capital") to tie up in stocks of unsold wares; he lacked the knowledge of what

distant customers wanted, or where, in what quantities, and at what price people

would buy. In this type of business a new type of man developed. Economists

call him the "enterpriser," or entrepreneur. He usually started out as a merchant

working in an extensive market, and ended up as a banker. The Italian Medici

family has been mentioned.5 Equally typical were the German Fuggers.

The first of this family, Johann Fugger, a small-town weaver' came to Augsburg

in 1368. He established a business in a new kind of cloth, called fustian, in which

cotton was mixed, and which had certain advantages over the woolens and linens

in which people then clothed themselves. He thus enjoyed a more than local

market, and made trips to Venice to obtain the cotton imported from the Near

East. Gradually the family began to deal also in spices, silks, and other Eastern
goods obtained at Venice. They made large profits, which were invested in other

-nterprises, 

notably mining. They lent money to the Renaissance popes' They

lent Charles V the money which he spent to obtain election as Holy Roman

Emperor in 1519. They became bankers to the Habsburgs in both Germany and

Spain. Together with other German and Flemish bankers, the Fuggers financed

the Portuiuese trade with Asia, either by outright loans or by providing in

advance, on credit, the cargoes which the Portuguese traded for spices' The

wealth of the Fuggers became proverbial and declined only through repeated

Habsburg bankruptcies and with the general economic decline that beset Germany

in the sixteenth centurY.
Other dealers in cloth, less spectacular than the first Fugger, broke away from

the town-and-guild framework in other ways. England until the fifteenth century

was an exporter of raw wool and an importer of finished woolens from Flanders'

In the fifteenth century certain Englishmen began to develop the spinning,

weaving, and dyeing of wool in England. To avoid the restrictive practices of the

towns and guilds they "put out" the work to people in the country, providing

them with looms and other equipment for the purpose, of which they generally

retained the ownership themselves. This "putting out" or "domestic" system

spread very widely. In France the cloth dealers of Rouen, feeling the competition

of the new silk trade, developed a lighter, cheaper, and more simply made type

5 See pp. 54, lM.
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of woolen cloth. Various guild regulations in Rouen, to protect the workers there,
prohibited the manufacture of this cheaper cloth. The Rouen dealers, in 1496,
took the industry into the country, installed looms in peasant cottages, and farmed
out the work to the peasants.

Capital and Labor

This domestic system, or system of rural household industry, remained typical
of production in many lines (cloth, hardware, etc.) in western Europe until the
introduction of factories in the late eighteenth century. It signified a new
divergence between capital and labor.6 On the one hand were the workers, people
who worked as the employer needed them, received wages for what they did,
and had no interest in or knowledge of more than their own task. Living both by
agriculture and by cottage industry, they formed an expansible labor force,
available when labor was needed, left to live by farming or local charity when
times were bad. On the other hand was the rnan who managed the whole affair.
He had no personal acquaintance with the workers. Estimating how much of his
product, let us say woolens, he could sell in a national or even international
market, he purchased the needed raw materials, passed out wool to be spun by
one group of peasants, took the yarn to another group for weaving, collected the
cloth and took it still elsewhere to be dyed, paying wages on all sides for services
rendered, while retaining ownership of the materials and the equipment and
keeping the coordination and management of the whole enterprise in his
head. Much larger business enterprises could be established in this way
within the municipal framework of guild and town. Indeed, the very master
weavets of the guilds often sank to the status of subcontractors, hardly different
Irom wage employees, of the great "clothiers" and "drapers" by whom the
business was dominated. The latter, with the widening market, became personages
of national or even international repute. And, of course, the bigger the business
the more of a capital investment it iepresented.

Certain other industries, new or virtually new in the flfteenth and sixteenth
centuries, could by their nature never fit into a town-centered system and were
capitalistic from the start, in that they required a large initial outlay before any
ulcome could be received. One such was mining. Another was printing and the
book trade. Books had a national and even international market, being mainly in
Latin; and no ordinary craftsman could afford the outlay required foi a priniing
press, for fonts of type, supplies of paper, and stocks of books on hand. Printers
therefore bonowed'fiom cipit"tists, oi shared with them an i in business."tstelof€ borrowed trom capltallsts, or snared wlth them an rnterest rn buslness.
Wpbuilding was so stimulated by the shift to the oceans as almost to be a new
industry, an"d still another was the manufacture of cannons and muskets. For the
ntter the chief demand came from the state. from the New Monarchies which
were organizing national armies. In the rise of capitalism the needs of the military
were in fact fundamentally important. Armies, which started out by requiring
nousands of weapons, in the seventeenth century required thousands of uniforms,
and in the eighteenth century many solidly built barracks and fortifications. These

" on capitalisrn, see also pp. zs.,-zsE,28-272.
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I  18 ECONOMIC RENEWAI AND WARS OF RELIGION, 1560-1648

were the first demands for mass production; and where governments themselves
did not take the initiative, private organizers stepped in as middlemen between
these huge requirements and the myriads of small handicraft workers by whom,
before the industrial age, the actual product was still manufactured.

The new sea route to the East and the discovery of America brought a vast
increase in trade not only of luxury items but of bulk commodities like rice, sugar,
tea, and other consumer goods. Older commercial activities were transformed by
the widening of markets. Spain increasingly drew cereals from Sicily. The
Netherlands were fed from Poland, the French wine districts lived on food brought
from northern France. With the $owth of shipping, the timber, tar, pitch, and
other "naval stores" of Russia and the Baltic came upon the commercial scene,
There was thus an ever growing movement of heavy staple commodities, in which
again only men controlling large funds of capital could normally take part.

Not all capital was invested; some was simply lent, either to the church, or to
governments, or to impecunious nobles, or, though perhaps this was the least
common type of lending in the sixteenth century, to persons engaged in trade
and commerce. Bankers and others who lent money expected to receive back,
after a time, a larger sum than that of the loan. They expected "interest"; and
they sometimes received as much as 30 percent a year. In the Middle Ages the
taking of interest had been frowned upon as usury, denounced as avarice, and
forbidden in the canon law. It was still frowned upon in the sixteenth century by
almost all but the lenders themselves. The Catholic church maintained its
prohibitions. The theologians of the University of Paris ruled against it in 1530.
Luther, who hated "Fuggerism," continued to preach against usury. Calvin made
allowances, but as late as 1640, in capitalist Holland itself, the stricter Calvinist
ministers still denounced lending at interest. Nothing could stop the practice.
Borrowers compounded with lenders to evade prohibitions, and theologians of
all churches began to distinguish between "usury" and a "legitimate return."
Gradually, as interest rates fell, as banking became more established, and as
loans were made for economically productive uses rather than to sustain
ecclesiastics, princes, and nobles in their personal habits, the feeling against a
"reasonable" interest died down, and interest became an accepted feature of
capitalism. The Bank of Amsterdam, in the seventeenth Lentury, because
depositors knew that their money was safe and could be withdrawn at will, was
able to attract deposits from all countries by offering a very low rate of interest,
which enabled it in turn to make loans, at a low rate, to finance commercial
activities.

The net effect of all these developments was a "commercialization of industry."
The great man of business was the merchant. Industry, the actual processes of
production, still in an essentially handicraft stage, was subordinate to the buyers
and sellers. Producers-weavers, hatters, metalworkers, gunsmiths, glasswork-
ers, etc.-worked to fill the orders of the merchants, and often with capital which
the merchants supplied and owned. The man who knew where the article could
be sbld prevailed over the man who simply knew how to produce it. This
commercial capitalism remained the typical form of capitalism until after 1800,
when, with the introduction of power machinery, it yielded to industrial capitalism,
and merchants became dependent on industrialists, who owned, understood, and
organized the machines.

i
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Mercantilim

There was still another aspect of the commercial revolution, namely, the various
government policies that go historically under the name of "mercantilism."
Rulers, as we have seen, were hard pressed for money, and needed more of it as
it fell in value. The desire of kings and their advisers to force gold and silver to
flow into their own kingdoms was one of the first impulses leading to mercantilist
regulation. Gradually this "bullionist" idea was replaced by the more general
idea of building up a strong and self-sufficient economy. The means adopted, in
either case, was to "set the poor on work," as they said in England, to turn the
country into a hive of industry, to discourage idleness, begging, vagabondage,
and unemployment. New crafts and manufactures were introduced, and favors
were given to merchants who provided work for "the poor" and who sold the
country's products abroad. It was thought desirable to raise the export of finished
goods and reduce the export of unprocessed raw materials, to curtail all imports
except of needed raw materials, and thus obtain a "favorable" balance of trade
so that other countries would have to pay their debts in bullion. Since all this
was done by a royal or nationwide system of regulations, mercantilism became
in the economic sphere what the state building of the New Monarchies was in
the political, signifying the transition from town to national units of social living.T

Mercantilists frowned upon the localistic and conservative outlook of the
guilds. In England the guilds ceased to have any importance. Parliament, in the
time of Elizabeth, did on a national scale what guilds had once done locally
when it enacted the Statute of Artificers of 1563, regulating the admission to
apprenticeship and level of wages in various trades. In France the royal
government kept the guilds in being, because they were convenient bodies to tax,
but it deprived them of most of their old independence and used them as
organizations through which royal control of industry could be enforced. In both
countries the government assisted merchants who wished to set up domestic or
cottage industry in the country, against the protests of the town guilds, which in
their heyday had forbidden rural people to engage in crafts. Governments generally
tried to suppress idleness. The famous English Poor Law of l60l (which remained
m effect, with amendments, until 1834) was designed both to force people to work
and to relieve absolute destitution.

Governments likewise took steps to introduce new industries. The silk industry
was brought from Italy to France under royal protection, to the dismay of French
woolen and linen interests. The English government assisted in turning England
from a producer of raw wool into a producer of finished woolens, rup"*ising the
hmigration of skilled Flemish weavers, and even fetching from faraway Turkey,
about 1582, two youths who understood the more advanced dyeing arts of the
near East. Generally, under mercantilism, governments fought to steal skilled
workers from each other while prohibiting or discouraging the emigration of their
own skilled workers, who might take their trade secrets and "mysteries" to
foreign parts.
, By such means governments helped to create a national market and an
hdustrious narionwide labor supply for their great merchants. Without such

'0n the New Monarchies. see op. 67-75.
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government support the gfeat merchants, such as the drapers or clothiers, COuld
never have risen and prospered. The same help was given to merchants operating
in foreign markets. Henry VII of England in 1496 negotiated a commercial treaty
with Flanders, known as the Intercursus Magnus; and in the next century the
kings of France signed a number of treaties with the Ottoman Empire by which
French merchants obtained privileges in the Near East. A merchant backed by
a national monarchy was in a much stronger position than one backed merely by
a city, such as Augsburg or Venice. This backing on a national scale was again
given when national governments subsidized exports, paying bounties for goods
whose production they wished to encourage, or when they erected tariff barriers
against imports to protect their own producers from competition. Thus a national
tariff system was superimposed on the old network of provincial and municipal
tariffs. These latter were now thought of as "internal tariffs," and mercantilists
usually wished to abolish them, in order to create an area of free trade within the
state as a whole. But local interests were so strong, and a sense of interprovincial
and intertown unity was so slow to develop, that for centuries they were unable
to get rid of local tariffs except in England. l

In wild or distant parts of the world, or in exotic regions nearer home, such
as the Muslim Near East or Russia, it was not possible for individual merchants
to act by merely private initiative. Merchants trading with such countries needed
a good deal of capital, they often had to obtain special privileges and protection
from native rulers, and they had to arm their ships against Barbary or Malay
pirates or against hostile Europeans. Merchants and their respective governments
came together to found official companies for the transocean trade. In England,
soon after the English discovery of the White Sea in 1553, a Russia Company
was established. A Turkey Company soon followed. Shortly after 1600 a great
many such companies were operating out of England, Holland, and France. The
most famous of all were the East India Companies, which the English founded
in 1600, the Dutch in 1602, the French not until 1664. Each of these companies
was a state-supported organization, with special rights. Each was a monopoly in
that only merchants who belonged to the company could legally engage in trade
in the region for which the company had a charter. Each was expected to find
markets for the national manufactures, and most of them were-expected to bring
home gold or silver. With these companies the northern peoples began to encroach
on the Spanish and Portuguese monopoly in America and the East. With them
new commercial-colonial empires were to be launched. But, as has been already
observed, before this could happen it was necessary for certain domestic and
purely European conflicts and controversies to be settled.

IJ. Changing Social Sfiuctures

Social structure, for present purposes, refers to the composition, functions, and
interrelationships of social classes. Because changes in social structure are slow,
they are hard to identify with any particular period of time. In general, however,
with the effects of the commercial revolution, population growth, and the falling
value of money, the classes of Europe, broadly defined, took on forms that were
to last until the industrial era of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. These
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classes were the landed aristocracy, the peasantry or mass of agricultural workers,

the miscellaneous middle classes, and the urban poor'

While all prices rose in the sixteenth century, it was agricultural prices that

rose the *ori. Anyone who had agricultural products to sell was likely to benefit.

Gong such ben;ficiaries were peasants who held bits of land in return for

puy*.'nt, to a manorial lord set in unchangeable sums of money, in the old values

ifitre fourteenth or even thirteenth century. Such peasants in effect paid much

less to the lord than in the past. Other rural workers, however, either held no

land of their own or produced only at a subsistence level with nothing to sell in

the market. Such peasants, and hired hands dependent on wages' found their

situation worsened. Village life became less equalitarian than it had been in the

Middle Ages. In England i class of small freeholders (the "yeomanry") developed

between ihe landed gentry and the rural poor. On the Continent, at least in

France, western Germany, and the Netherlands, some peasants acquired more

secure property rights, rlsembling those of small freeholders in England. But

both in 
^nngani 

und on the Continent a large class of unpropertied rural workers

remained in poverty.
Land renti went up as agricultural prices rose, and inflation and population

growth drove up rentals for housing in the towns. Owners of real property (i.e.,

land and buildings) were favored by such changes, but within the former class of

feudal lords the iffects were mixed. If one's great-grandfather had let out land in

earlier times in exchange for fixed sums of money, the value of the income

received had actually declined. But those who received payments in kind from

their tenants, for example, in bushels of wheat or barley, or who managed their

estates themselves, could sell their actual agricultural products at current prices

and so increase their money income.

Basic Social Classes

The former feudal class, or nobles, thus turned into a more modern kind of
aristocracy. If income from their estates declined, they sought service in the
king's army or government or appointment to the more prestigious offices in the
church. If iandJd income increaiid, they were more wealthy. In either case they
became more concerned with civilian pursuits, and were likely to develop more
refined tastes and pay more attention tb the education of their children' Like the
peasants, the landowning class became more heterogeneous, ranging from the
tm.U g.ntry iott e greut ieers of England, and from small or impoverished nobles
to the grands seigieurs bf Frun".. Some led a life of leisure; others were eager
to *o.[ in itt" triitr"r reaches of organized government. The most impoverished
noutes 

'o*eiit.i 
tt"o the longest pedigrees' As their social functions changed'

and as p;;;;;;i *or" ,""int familv background competed for education'
gou.**.nt 

"rnptoy*e"t, 
and even military service, there came to be an increasing

itnpott"n". ,"lirpon u.."stry as a badge of status' Among the upper class, there
was more i"rirt"".. on ttigft-Ui.th and distinguished forebears in the seventeenth
and eiShteenth centuries than there had been before'

Betow ttre ariStga*ty were the "middle classes," or "bourgeoisie." Bourgeois
was a French word, which, like the English "burgher," originally meant a person
Iiving in a chartered town or borough and enjoying its liberties' The bourgeoisie
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was the whole social class made up of individual bourgeois' In a much later sense

of the word, derived from Karl Marx' the term "bourgeoisie" was applied to the

class of owners of capital. This sense must be kept distinct from the earlier

meaning, which is usuilly adopted in this book. In this latter sense, the word

refers to the middle levels of society between the aristocracy on the one hand,

which drew its income from land, and the laboring poor on the other, who

depended on wages or charity, or who often went hungry. Class lines tended to

blur as aristocratic families formed the habit of living in towns, and middle-class
burghers began to buy land in the country. Some bourgeois thus came to live on

landed rents, while some of the gentry and aristocracy, most notably in England,
bought shares in the great overseas trading companies or engaged in other
forms of business enterprise. Aristocrats possessing large agricultural estates,
timberlands, or mines increasingly brought their products to market to be sold at
a profit. But even when aristocrat and bourgeois became economically more
alike, a consciousness of social difference between them remained.

The middle class became more numerous in the sixteenth century, and
increasingly so thereafter. It was an indefinite category, since the countries of
Europe were very different in the size and importance of their middle classes, in
the kinds of persons that made them up, and in the types of occupations pursued.

Near the top were the urban elites who governed the towns; they might draw
their incomes from rural property, from commerce, or from the emolumenti of
government itself, and they sometimes intermarried with persons of noble status.
Especially where the towns were strong or broad royal government was lacking,
as in the Netherlands. the German free cities, or north Italy, such urban patriciates

formed virtual aristocracies in themselves. But in a larger perspective the families
of merchants, bankers, and shipowners were middle-class, as were those of the
traditional learned professions, law and medicine. So in general were judges, tax
officials, and other employees of governments, except in the highest ranks. In
the professions and in government service the younger sons of the aristocracy
might be found alongside the offspring of the middle classes, most commonly in
England, less so in France, and even less as one moved into Germany or Spain.
The clergy was drawn from all classes; there were poor parish priests, who might
be the sons of peasants, and noblemen among the bishops and abbots; but the
bulk of the clergy was recruited from middle-class families. [n Protestant countries,
where the clergy married, their sons and daughters became an important element
in the middle class. Members of trade guilds were middle class, though the guilds

differed widely in social status, from those of the great wholesale merchants or
the goldsmiths, down through the guilds of such humble occupations as the
tanners and barrel makers. At the bottom the middle class faded into the world
of small retail shopkeepers, innkeepers, owners of workshops in which ordinary
articles were manufactured by hand, the lesser skilled tradespeople and their
employees, journeymen, and apprentices'

The mass of the population in all countries was composed of the working poor.
These included not only the unskilled wage laborers but the unemployed,
unemployable, and paupers, with a large fringe that turned to vagabondage and
begging. They were unable to read or write, and were often given to irregular
habits which distressed both middle-class persons and government officials. The
efforts of mercantilist governments to put the poor to work, or make them
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contribute to the wealth of the country, have already been mentioned. Charitable
relief also developed toward the end of the sixteenth century, as shown in the
English Poor Law of 1601 and in similar efforts on the Continent. The idea gained
ground that begging was a public nuisance, and that the poor should be segregated
in workhouses or hospices from the rest of society. Most of the poor were of
course not recipients of such relief. They were the people who tilled the fields,
tended the livestock, dug in the mines, went to sea as fishermen or common
sailors, found work in the towns as casual laborers, porters, water carriers, or
removers of excrement, or entered the domestic service of noble and upper
middle-class families, whose rising standard of living required a growing number
of chambermaids, washerwomen, footmen, lackeys, coachmen, and stable boys.
It has already been remarked that wages rose less than prices in the sixteenth
century. The poor, if not positively worse off than in former times, gained the
least from the great developments with which much history is concerned. The
very growth of social differentiation, the fact that the middle and upper classes
made such advances, left the condition of the poor correspondingly worse.E

Social Roles of Ed.ucation and Goaernment

Education in the latter part of the sixteenth century took on an altogether new
importance for the social system. one consequence of the Reformation, in both
hotestant and Catholic countries, was the attempt to put a serious and effective
pastor in each parish. This set up a demand for a more educated clergy. The
gowth of commerce made it necessary to have literate clerks and agents.
Governments wanted men from both the noble and middle classes who could
cooperate in large organizations, be reliable, understand finance, keep records,
and draft proposals. There was also a widespread need for lawyers.

The new demand for education was met by an outburst of philanthropy, which
reached a high point in both England and France between about 1580 and 1640.
Many endowed scholarships were established. At what would now be called a
secondary level, hundreds of "grammar schools" were founded at this time in
England. In France the colliges combined the work of the English grammar
school with what corresponded to the first year or two of university work at
Oxford or Cambridge. Of the 167 most important French colleges still existing at
the time of the Revolution in 1789, only 36 had been founded in the centuries
before 1560, andg}were established in the years between 1560 and 1650. Provision
for girls' schools was more sporadic, Uut ttre Ursuline sisters, for example,
founded in Italy in 1535, by the year 1700 had about 350 convents in Catholic
turope and even in Canada, in most of which the education of girls was a principal
occupation of the sisters. Mme. de Maintenon, the morganatic wife of Louis XIV,
founded and closely supervised a school for the daughters of the French gentry
and lesser nobility.

- Dutch and Swiss Protestants founded the universities of Leyden and Geneva.
Iew uniuersities, both Protestant and Catholic, appeared in Germany. In
Jpain the multiplication of universities was phenomenal. Castile, with only two
universities dating from the Middle Ages, had twenty by the early seventeenth
t See pp. 251-256.
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century; Salamanca was enrolling over 5,000 students a year. Five universities

also existed in Spanish America by 1600. [n England, new colleges were founded

at Oxford and Cambridge, and it was especially in these years that some of
the Oxford and Cambridge colleges became very wealthy. Annual freshman
admissions at Oxford, barely 100 in 1550, rose to over 500 in the 1630s, a figure
not exceeded, or even equaled, during the following two hundred years. If this
fivefold increase seems small, compared with figures for Spain or other countries,
it must be remembered that England was not very populous, that English grammar
schools did some of the teaching offered by universities elsewhere, and that the
study of law, important in Continental universities, was carried on in England
outside the universities, at the Inns of Court.

The schools, colleges, and universities drew their students from a wide range
of social classes. For girls less organized schooling was offered, but an intelligent
and lucky boy of poor family had perhaps a better chance for education than at
any time in Europe until very recently. In Spain most of the students seem to
have been nobles, or "hidalgos," aspiring to positions in the church or the royal
government; but hidalgos were very numerous in Spain, overlapping with what
might be called the middle class in other countries. The French colleges, including
those operated by the Jesuits, recruited their students very widely, taking in the
sons of nobles, merchants, shopkeepers, artisans, and even, more rarely, of
peasants. English grammar schools did likewise; it was in later times that a few
of them, like Eton and Harrow, became more exclusive Public Schools. As for
universities, we have detailed knowledge for Odord, which recorded the status
of its students at matriculation, classifying them as "esquires," "gentlemen,"
"clergy," and "plebeians." From 1560 to 1660 about half of the Oxford students
were "plebeians," which in the language of that time could embrace the whole
middle class from big merchants down to quite modest levels. It seems certain
that Oxford and Cambridge were more widely representative of the English people
in 1560 than in 1900.

Social classes were formed not only by economic forces, and not only by
education, but also by the action of governments. Government could inhibit
economic growth, as in Spain, or promote it, as in England. Kings contributed
to the rise of capitalism and a business class by granting monopolies, borrowing
from bankers, and issuing charters to trading companies. In many countries, and
notably in France, many families owed their middle-class position to the holding
of government offices, some of which might become aform of inheritable property.
It might also be the action of governments, as much as economic conditions, that
kept alive a distinction between nobles and commoners, or "privileged" and
"unprivileged" classes, of which more will be heard.e Where peasanls suffered
heavily from royal taxes, it was more from political than from economic causes.
The king, by "making" nobles-that is, by conferring titles of nobility on persons
who did not inherit them--+ould raise a few in the middle class to higher status.
Tax exemption could be a sign of high social standing. The king was also the
fountain of honor, at the top of "society" in the more frivolous sense of the
word. The royal court formed the apex of a pyramid of social rank, in which each
class looked up to or down upon the others. Those favored with the royal presence

e See pp. lE7. 363, 36E.
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disdained the plain country nobility, who sniffed at the middle classes, who
patronized or disparaged the hired servants, day laborers, and the poor. Looking
upward, people were expected to show deference for their betters.

Eastem and Westem Europe

One other remark may be made on social structure. It was in the sixteenth century
that a great difference developed between eastern and western Europe. In
the west, the commercial revolution and the declining value of money were
advantageous to the middle class and to many of the peasantry for whom the old
burdens of the manorial system were lightened. In eastern Europe, it was the
lords who benefited from rising prices and the growing market for grain and forest
products. Here too the institution of the manor existed; but the peasants' land
tenures were more precarious than in the west, more dependent on accidents of
death or on the wishes of the lord, and the lord worked a larger part of the manor
with his own work force for his own use or profit.

The rise of prices and expansion of Baltic shipping gave the lord the incentive
to increase his output. In northeast Germany (where such lords were called
Junkers), in Poland, and as time went on in Russia, Bohemia, and Hungary,
beginning in the sixteenth century and continuing into the eighteenth, a vast
process set in by which the mass of the peasantry sank into serfdom. It was
hastened in many regions by the violence and insecurity engendered by the
religious wars. Typically, peasants lost their individual parcels of land, or received
them back on condition that they render unpaid labor services to the lord. Usually
peasants owed three or four days a week of such forced labor (called robot in
Bohemia and adjoining territories), remaining free to work during the remainder
of the week on their own parcels. Often the number of days of robot exacted by
the lord was greater, since in eastern Europe, where central monarchy was weak
and centralized legal systems almost unknown, the lord himself was the final
court of appeal for his people. His people were in fact his "subjects." Serfdom
n Germany was not called serfdom, an ill-sounding word, but "hereditary
subjection." By whatever name they were known throughout eastern Europe,
serfs, or hereditary subjects of the manorial lord, could not leave the manor,
malry, or learn a trade without the lord's express permission. The lord, drawing
on this large reserve of compulsory labor, using most of it for agriculture but
teaching some quick-minded youths the various handicra.fts that were needed on
the estate, worked the land as his own venture, sold the produce, and retained
the profit.

, Thus, in eastern Europe at the beginning of modern times, the rural masses
tost personal freedom and lived in a poverty unknown among the peasants to the
west, poor as the latter were. In western Europe there were peasants who were
alreadV on the way to becoming small proprietors. They were free people under
the law. They could migrate, marry, and learn trades as opportunity offered.
lnose who held land could defend it in the royal courts, and raise crops and take
Dart in the market economy on their own account. They owed the lord no forced
rabor-{r virtually none, for the ten days a year of corv€e still found in parts of
rrance hardly compared with the almost full-time robot of the peasant of eastern
{,urope.
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The landlord in the east, from the sixteenth century onward, was solidly
entrenched in his own domain, monarch of all he surveyed, with no troublesome
bourgeoisie to annoy him (for towns were few), and with kings and territorial
rulers solicitous of his wishes. Travelers from the west were impressed with the
lavishness of great Polish and Lithuanian magnates, with their palatial homes,
private art galleries, well-stocked libraries, collections of jewels, swarms of
servants, trains of dependent lesser gentry, gargantuan dinners, and barbaric
hospitality. The Junkers of northeast Germany lived more modestly, but enjoyed
the same kind of independence and social superiority. The importance of all this
will become evident when, in later chapters, we turn to Prussia, Poland, Russia,
and the Austrian lands.

But meanwhile, with all the economic growth and social development that has
been sketched in the preceding pages, Europe was torn by the destructive ferocity
of the Wars of Religion.

14. The Cru"sade of Catholic Spain: The Dutch
and Englisb

The Ambitionr of Philip II

Charles V, having tried in vain for thirty-five years to preserve religious unity in
Germany, abdicated his many crowns and retired to a monastery in 1556, the
year after the Peace of Augsburg.ro He left Austria, Bohemia, and Hungary (or
the small part of it not occupied by the Turks) to his brother Ferdinand, who was
soon elected Holy Roman Emperor.tt All his other possessions Charles left to
his son Philip, who became Philip II of Spain. The Habsburg dynasty remained
thereafter divided into two branches, the Austrian and the Spanish. The two
cooperated in European affairs. The Spanish branch for a century was the more
important. Philip II (155L1598) not only possessed the Spanish kingdoms but in
1580 inherited Portugal, so that the whole Iberian peninsula was brought under
his rule. He possessed the seventeen provinces of the Netherlands and the Free
County of Burgundy, which were member states of the Holy Roman Empire,
lying on its western border, adjacent to France. Milan in nortb Italy and Naples
in the south belonged to Philip, and since he also held the chief islands, as well
as Tunis, he enjoyed a naval ascendancy in the western Mediterranean which
was threatened only by the Turks. For five years, until 1558, he was titular king
of England, and in 1589, in the name of his daughter, he laid claim to the throne
of France. All America belonged to Philip II, and after 1580 all the Portuguese
empire as well, so that except for a few nautical daredevils all ships plying the
open ocean were the Spanish king's.

Philip II therefore naturally regarded himself as an international figure, and the
more so because he thought in terms not of nationality but of religion. Before all
else he was a Catholic, fervid and fanatical, committed to upholding the sway of
the universal church, within which all nations were no more than minorities and

ro See p. E0.
rrSee map, pp.72-73.
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all heretics no more than rebels. A gpave and sober man, of abstemious personal

habits, sharing in the moral severity of the Catholic Reform, and in the dark,

brooding, and tormented inner world of the Spanish mystics, he took upon

himself the headship of a far-flung Catholic counteroffensive, into which he was

willing to pour with grim persistence the blood and treasure of all his kingdoms.

To economic and material interests he gave no thought, and in such matters

Spanish society began to deteriorate in his reign; but for all material problems

the wealth of Potosi provided a facile solution, and meanwhile Spain entered
upon the Golden Age of its culture.

In this period, the srg/o de oro, running in round dates from 1550 to 1650,

Cervantes wrote his Don Quixote and Lope de Vega his seven hundred dramas,
while El Greco, Murillo, and Vel6zquez painted their pictures, and the Jesuit

Suarez composed works on philosophy and law that were read even in Protestant
countries. But the essence of Spanish life was its peculiarly intensive Catholicism'
The church was vitally present at every social level, from the archbishop of
Toledo, who ranked above grandees and could address the king as an equal,
down to a host of penniless and mendicant friars, who mixed with the poorest

and most disinherited of the people. It is said that about 1600 a third of the
population of Spain was in one way or another in the service of the church. Spain,
whose whole history had been a crusade, was ideally suited to be Philip's
instrument in the re-Catholicizing of Europe.r2

Philip tI built himself a new royal residence ("palace" is hardly the word), the
Escorial, which well expressed in solid stone its creator's inner spirit. Madrid
itself was a new town, merely a government center, far from the worldly
distractions of Toledo or Valladolid. But it was thirty miles from Madrid, on the
bleak arid plateau of central Castile, overlooked by the jagged Sierra, that Philip
chose to erect the Escorial. He built it in honor of St. Lawrence, on whose feast
day he had won a battle against the French. The great pile of connecting buildings
was laid out in the shape of a grill, since, according to martyrologists, St.
Lawrence, in the year 258, had been roasted alive on a grill over burning coals'
Somber and vast, angular and unrelieved, made of blocks of granite meant to last
forever, and with its highest spire rising three hundred feet from the ground, the
Escorial was designed not only as a palace but as a monastery and a mausoleum.
The monks *oued in before the king, who, when he installed himself, brought
with him eight coffins, those of his father, his dead wives, and his children, to
remind him of his own. Here, in an atmosphere that could be painted only by El
Greco, the king of Spain worked and lived, a slim figure dressed almost like a
rnonk himself. always industrious, avid for detail, dispatching his couriers to
Mexico, to Manila, tL Vienna, to Milan, his troops and his bars of bullion to Italy
and the Netherlands, his diplomats to all courts, and his spies to all countries'
wholly and utterly absorbed in his one consuming project.

Let us try to see the events of the time internationally, for though it may be
confusing to trv to see all nations together, it is distorting to look at only one of
them alone. ThL first years of Philip's reign were also the first years of Elizabeth's
reign in Eneland. where the religious issue was still in flux; they were years in
which Calvinism asitated the Netherlands, and when France, ruled by teen-aged

'. See pp. 69_71.
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boys, fell apart into implacable civil war. Religious loyalties that knew no frontiers
overlapped all political boundaries. Everywhere there were people who looked
for guidance outside their own countries. Calvinists in England, France, and the
Netherlands felt closer to one another than to their own monarchs or their own
neighbors. Zealous Catholics, in all three countries, welcomed the support of
international Catholic forces-the Jesuits, the king of Spain, the pope. National
unity threatened to dissolve or was not yet formed. The sense of mutual trust
between people who lived side by side was eaten away; and people who lived
not only in the same country, but in the same town, on the same street, or even
in the same house, turned against each other in the name of a higher cause.

For about five years, beginning in 1567, it seemed that the Catholic cause might
prevail. The great crusade took the offensive on all fronts. In 1567 Philip sent a
new and firmer governor general to the Netherlands, the Duke of Alva, with
20,000 Spanish soldiers; the duke proceeded to suppress religious and political
dissidents by establishing a Council of Troubles. In 1569 Philip put down a revolt
of the Moriscos in Spain. In the same year the Catholics of northern England,
led by the Duke of Norfolk, and sewing the cross of crusaders on their garments,
rose in armed rebellion against their heretic queen. In the next year, 1570, the
pope efcommunicated Elizabeth, and absolved her subjects from allegiance to
her, so that English Catholics, if they wished, could henceforth in good conscience
conspire to overthrow her. In l57l the Spanish won a great naval battle against
the Turks, at Lepanto offthe coast of Greece; on their sails they wove the same
cross that had been raised at the other corner of Europe, by the Duke of Norfolk
in England; and they themselves believed that they were carrying on the crusades
of the Middle Ages. In the next year,15'72, the Catholic leaders of France, with
the advice of the pope and of Philip II, decided to make an end of the Huguenots,
or French Protestants. Over three thousand were seized and put to death on the
eve of St. Bartholomew's Day in Paris alone; and this massacre was followed by
lesser liquidations throughout the provinces.

But none of these victories proved enduring. The Turkish power was not
seriously damaged at Lepanto. In fact, the Turks took Tunis from Philip two
years later. The Moriscos were not assimilated. The English Catholic rebellion
was stamped out; eight hundred persons were put to death by Elizabeth's
government. The revolt in the Netherlands remained very much alive, as did the
French Huguenots. Twenty years later England was Protestant, the Dutch were
winning independence, a Huguenot had become king of France, and the Spanish
fleet had gone to ruin in northern waters. Let us see how these events came to
pass.

Tbe Rnoh of tbe Netherlands

The Netherlands, or Low Countries (they had no other name), roughly comprised
the area of the modern kingdoms of the Netherlands and Belgium and the grand
duchy of Luxembourg. They consisted of seventeen provinces, which in the
fifteenth century, one by one, had been inherited, purchased, or conquered by
the dukes of Burgundy, from whom they were inherited by Charles V and his
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son, Philip II. In the mid-sixteenth century neither a Dutch nor a Belgian
nationality yet existed. In the northern provinces the people spoke German
dialects; in the southern provinces they spoke dialects of French; but neither
here, nor elsewhere in Europe, was it felt that language boundaries had anything
to do with political borders. The southern provinces had for centuries been busy
commercial centers, and we have seen how Antwerp, having once flourished on
trade with Venice, now flourished on trade with Lisbon. The northern provinces,
or rather the two of them which were most open to the sea, the counties of
Holland and Zeeland, had developed rapidly in the fifteenth century. They had a
popular literature of their own, written in their own kind of German, which came
to be called Dutch. The lay piety of the Brothers of the Common Life had
originated in this region, and here Erasmus of Rotterdam had been born. The
wealth of the northern provinces was drawn from deep-sea fishing. Amsterdam
was said to be built on herring bones, and the Dutch, when they added trading
to fishing, still lived by the sea.

The northern provinces felt no tie with each other and no sense of difference
from the southern. Each of the seventeen provinces was a small state or country
in itself. Each province enjoyed typical medieval liberties, privileges, and
immunities, including the right to preserve its own law and consent to its own
taxes. This constitution of the Netherlands, for such it was, went under the name
of theJoyense Entrde, from the'Joyous entry" made by the reigning duke into
Brussels in 1355 after a solemn promise to recognize the liberties of the province
of Brabant. The common bond of all seventeen provinces was simply that
beginning with the dukes of Burgundy they had the same ruler; but since they
had the same ruler they were called upon from time to time to send delegates to
an estates general, and so developed an embryonic sense of federal collaboration.
The feeling of Netherlandish identity was heightened with the accbssion of Philip
II, for Philip, unlike his father, was thought of as foreign, a Spaniard who lived
ut Spain; and after 1560 Spanish governors general, Spanish officials, and Spanish
troops were seen more frequently in the Netherlands. Moreover, since the
Netherlands was the crossroads of Europe, with a tradition of earnestness in
religion, Protestant ideas took root very early, and after 1560, when the retgious
wars began in France, a great many French Calvinists fled across the borders.
At first, there were probably more Calvinists in the southern provinces than in
tle northern, more among the people that we now call Belgians than among those
that we now call Dutch.

., The revolt against Philip II was inextricably political and religious at the same
Jt.., und it became increasingly an economic struggle as the years went by. It
began in 1566, when some 20O nobles of the varioui provinces founded a leigue
to check the "foreign" or Spanish influence in the Netherlands. The league, to
which both Catholic and hotestant nobles belonged, petitioned Philip II not to
enploy the Spanish Inquisition in the Netherlands. They feared the trouble it
would stir up; they feared it as a foreign court; they feared that in the enforcement
ot its rulings the liberties of their provinces would be crushed. Philip's agents in
Ihe Netherlands refused the petition. A mass revolt now broke out. Within a
week fanatical Calvinists pillaged 400 churches, pulling down images, breaking
stained-glass windows, defacing paintings and tapestries, making off with gold
chalices, destroying with a fierce contempt the symbols of "popery" and
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"idolatry." The fury spread from town to town, to Antwerp, to Amsterdam, to
Armentitres (now in France, but then in the Netherlands); it was chiefly
journeymen wage earners, numerous in the industrial Netherlands, and aroused
by social and economic grievances as well as religious belief, who formed the
rank and file for these anti-Catholic and anti-Spanish demonstrations. Before such
vandalism many of the petitioning nobles recoiled; the Catholics among them, as
well as less militant Protestants, unable to control their revolutionary followers,
began to look upon the Spanish authorities with less disfavor.

Philip II, appalled at the sacrilege, forthwith sent in the Inquisition, the Duke
of Alva, and reinforcements of Spanish troops. Alva's Council of Troubles,
nicknamed the Council of Blood, sentenced some thousands to death, levied new
taxes, and confiscated the estates of a number of important nobles. These
measures united people of all classes in opposition. What might have been
primarily a class conflict took on the character of a national opposition. At its
head emerged one of the noblemen whose estates had been confiscated, William
of Orange (called William the Silent), Philip II's "stadholder" or lieutenant in
the County of Holland. Beginning to claim the authority of a sovereign, he issued
letters of marque, or authorizations to ship captains-Dutch, Danes, Scots,
English-to make war at sea. Fishing crews, "sea dogs," and downright pirates
began to raid the small port towns of the Netherlands and France, descending
upon them without warning, desecrating the churches, looting, torturing, and
killing, in a wild combination of religious rage, political hatred, and lust for booty.
The Spanish reciprocated by renewing their confiscations, their inquisitorial

THE LOW COTINTRIES, 1648
This group of towns and provinces,
along the iower reaches of the Rhine,
Meuse, and Scheldt rivers, originated
in the Middle Ages as pan of ths
Holy Roman Empire. The northern or
Dutch provinces were recognized as
independent of the Empire in 1648,
Early in the seventeenth century a
political frontier emerged berween rhe
"Dutch" and "Belgian" parts, but the
word "Belgium" was not used until
much later, the southern or Habsburs
provinces being called the Spanisfi
Netherlands in the seventeenth century
and the Austrian Netherlands in the
eighteenth. The large bishopric of
LiEge remained a separate church-state
until the French Revolution. The lan-
guage frontier, then as now, ran
roughly east and west somewhat south
of Brussels, with French to the south
and Flemish (a form of Dutch, and
hence Germanic) to the north of the
Iine.
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tortures, and their burnings and hangings. The Netherlands was torn by anarchy,
revolution, and civil war. No lines were clear, either political or religious. But in
1576 the antispanish feeling prevailed over religious difference. Representatives
of all seventeen provinces, putting aside the religious question, formed a union
to drive out the Spanish at any cost.

Tlte Inaolaemmt of England

But the Netherlands revolution, though it was a national revolution with political
independence as its first aim, was only part of the international politico-religious
struggle. All sorts of other interests became involved in it. Queen Elizabeth of
England lent aid to the Netherlands, though for many years surreptitiously, not
wishing to provoke a war with Spain, in which it was feared that English Catholics
might side with the Spaniards. Elizabeth was troubled by having on her hands an
unwanted guest, Mary Queen of Scots, a Catholic who had been queen of France
until her husband's premature death, and queen of Scotland until driven out by
irate Calvinist lords, and wheif the pope, the king of Spain, the Society of
Jesus, and many English Catholics were to have their way-would also be queen
of England instead of the usurper Elizabeth.rs Elizabeth under these circumstances
kept Mary Stuart imprisoned. Many intrigues were afoot to put Mary on the
English throne, some with, and some without, Mary's knowledge.

In 1576 Don Juan, hero of Lepanto, and half-brother of Philip II, became
governor general of the embattled Netherlands. It was his grandirse idea, formed
after consultations in Rome, not merely to subdue the Netherlands but to use
that country as a base for an invasion of England, and after overthrowing Elizabeth
with Spanish troops, to put Mary Stuart on the throne, marry her himself, and
so become king of a re-Catholicized England. Thus the security of Elizabethan
and Protestant England was coming to depend on the outcome of fighting in the
Netherlands. Elizabeth signed an alliance with the Netherlands patriots.

, Don Juan died in 1578 and was succeeded as governor general of the Netherlands
by the prince of Parma. A diplomat as well ai a soldiJr, Parma broke the solid
tront of the seventeen provinces by a mixture of force and persuasion. He
Promised that the historic liberties of the Joyeuse Entrie would be respected,
and he appealed not only to the more z(,rlous Catholics but to moderates who
were wearying of the struggle and repelled by mob violence and religious
vandalism. On this basis he rallied the southernmost provinces to his side. The
s€ven northern provinces, led by Holland and Zeeland, responded by forming
lhe Union of Utrecht in 1579. In l58l they formally declared their independence
trom the king of Spain, calling themselves the United Provinces of the Netherlands.
rnus..originated what was more commonly called the Dutch Republic, or simply
nouand" in view of the predominance of that county among the seven. The

Seat Flemish towns-Antwerp, Ghent, and Bruges-at first sided with the Union.
Where formerly all had been turmoil, a geographical line was now drawn. The

south rallying to Philip II now faced a still rebellious north. But neither side
dccepted any such partition. Parma still fought to reconquer the north, and the
oi'{"'y.S,u*, 

a grear-granddau8hter of Henry VII, was the next lawful heir to the English throne affer Elizabeth,
-'.'c r,ltzabeth had no children.
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Dutch, led by William the Silent, still struggled to clear the Spanish out of all
seventeen provinces. Meanwhile the two sides fought to capture the intermediate
Flemish cities. When Parma moved upon Antwerp, still the leading port of the
North Sea, and one from which an invasion of England could best be mounted,
Elizabeth at last openly entered the war on the side of the rebels, sending 6,000
English troops to the Netherlands under the Earl of Leicester in 1585.

England was now clearly emerging as the chief bulwark of Protestantism and
of anti-Spanish feeling in northwestern Europe. In England itself, the popular
fears of spain, the popular resentment against catholic plots revolving about
Mary Stuart, and the popular indignation at "foreign" and "outside" meddling
in English matters produced an unprecedented sense of national solidarity. The
country rallied to Protestantism and to Elizabeth, and even the Catholic minority
for the most part disowned the conspiracies against her. The English were now
openly and defiantly allied with the Protestant Dutch. Not only were they fighting
together in the Netherlands, but both English and Dutch sea raiders fell upon
Spanish shipping, captured the treasure ships, and even pillaged the Spanish
Main, the mainland coast of northern South America. The Dutch were beginning
to penetrate East Indian waters. Elizabeth was negotiating with Scotland, with
German Calvinists and French Huguenots. At the Escorial it was said that the
Netherlands could only be rewon by an invasion of England, that the queen of
the heretics must be at last dethroned, that in any case it was cheaper to launch
a gigantic attack upon England than to pay the cost of protecting Spanish galleons,
year after year, against the depredations of piratical sea dogs.

Philip II therefore prepared to invade England. The English retorted with vigor.
Mary Stuart, after almost twenty years' imprisonment, was executed in 1587; an
aroused Parliament, more than Elizabeth herself, demanded her life on the eve
of foreign attack. Sir Francis Drake, most spectacular of the sea dogs, sailed into
the port of Cr4diz and burnt the very ships assembling there to join the Armada.
This was jocosely described as singeing the beard of the king of Spain.

The great Armada, the armada cathlica, was ready early in 1588. With crosses
on the sails and banners bearing the image of the Holy Virgin, it went forth as to
a new Lepanto against the Turks of the north. It consisted of 130 ships, weighing
58,000 tons, carrying 30,000 men and 2,400 pieces of artillery-the most prodigious
assemblage of naval power that the world had ever seen. In Spain only the
pessimistic observed that its commander was no seaman, that some of its ships
were too cumbersome, and some too frail, to weather the gales of the north, that
orders had to be issued to its crews in six languages, and the antagonisms of
Portuguese, Catalans, Castilians, Irishmen, and 6migr6 English Catholics some-
how appeased. The plan was for the fleet to sail to the Netherlands, from which
it was to escort the prince of Parma's army across the straits to the English coast.
In the Channel the Armada was met by some two hundred English vessels, with
Sir Francis Drake as vice-admiral under Lord Howard of Effingham. The English
craft-lighter, smaller, and faster, though well furnished with guns-harried the
lumbering mass of the Armada, broke up its formations, attacked its great vessels
one by one. It found no refuge at Calais, where English fireships drove it out
again to sea. Then arose a great storm, the famous "Protestant wind," which
blew the broken Armada northward, into seas that to southerners seemed almost
polar, around the tip of Scotland, the Orkneys, the Hebrides, and northern
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Ireland, forbidding coasts which the Spaniards had to skirt without charts or
pilots, and which they strewed with their wreckage and their bones.

Tbe Resahs of tbe Stnrgh

The war went on for several years. Philip died in 1598, after a long and horrible
illness, a frustrated and broken man. In the wars with Spain the English had,
above all else, assured their national independence. They had acquired an intense
national spirit, a love of "this other Eden, demi-paradise," "this precious stone
set in the silver sea," as Shakespeare wrote; and they had become more solidly
hotestant, almost unanimously set against "popery." With the ruin of the
Armada, they were more free to take to the sea; we have seen how the English
East lndia Company was founded in l600.ta

In the Netherlands, the battle lines swayed back and forth until 1609. In that
year a Twelve Years' Truce was agreed to. By this truce the Netherlands were
partitioned. The line of partition ran somewhat farther north than it had in Parma's
time, for the Spaniards had retaken Antwerp and other cities in the middle zone.
The seven provinces north of the line, those that had formed the Union of Utrecht
in 1579, were henceforth known as Dutch. The ten provinces south of the line
were known as the Spanish Netherlands. Protestants in the south either became
Catholics or fled to the north, so that the south (the modern Belgium) became
solidly Catholic, while the number of Protestants in the north was increased.
Even so, the Dutch were not a completely Protestant people, for probably as
many as a third of them remained Catholic. Calvinism was the religion of most
Dutch burghers and the religion favored by the state; but in the face of an
exceptionally large religious minority the Dutch Netherlands adopted a policy of
toleration. The southern Netherlands were ruined by almost forty years of war.
The Dutch, moreover, occupied the mouth of the Scheldt and refused to allow
ocean-going vessels to proceed upstream to Antwerp or to Ghent. The Scheldt
remained "closed" for two centuries. and the Flemish cities never recovered
their old position. Amsterdam became the commercial and financial center of
northern Europe; it retained its commercial supremacy for a century and its
nnancial supremacy for two centuries. For the Dutch, as for the English, the
weakening of Spanisn naval power opened the way to the sea. The Dutch East
rndla Company was organized in 1602. Both Dutch and English began to found
o_verseas colonies. The English settled in Virginia in 1507, the Dutch at New York
rn 1612.

. As for Spain, while it remained the most formidable military power of Europe
tor.another half-century, its internal decline had already begun. At the death of

:l^*p II the monarchy was living from hand to mouth, habitually depending onqtc Il€Xt arrival of treasure from the Indies. The productive forces of the country
'ft.*."k.ned by inflation, by taxation, by emigration, by depopulation. At
;::'x9'for example, only 400looms were in operation in 1621, where there had
lltl |0,OOO 

" 
..ntury earlier. Spain suffered irom the very circumstances that

;:T.: tt 8reat. The qualities most useful in leading the Counter Reformation were*vr toos€ on which a modern society could most easily be built. The generations

't See above, p. 120.
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of crusading against infidels, heathen, and heretics had produced an exceptionally
large number of minor aristocrats, chevaliers, dons, and hidalgos, who as a class
were contemptuous of work, and who were numerous enough and close enough
to the common people to impress their haughty indifference upon the country as
a whole. With the extreme concentration on religion the ablest men entered the
church, and so great was the popular admiration for saints and mystics,
missionaries and crusaders, theologians, archbishops, ascetics, and begging friars,
that more secular activities offered little psychological satisfaction or reward.

The very unity accomplished under Ferdinand and Isabella threatened to
dissolve. After more than a century of the Inquisition people were still afraid of
false Christians and crypto-Muslims. The question of the Moriscos rose again in
1608.t5 The Moriscos included some of the best farmers and most skilled artisans
in the country. They lived in almost all parts of Spain and were in no sense a
"foreign" element, since they were simply the descendants of those Spaniards
who, in the Muslim period, which had begun 9ffi years before, had adopted the
Muslim religion and Arabic language and culture. They were now supposedly
Christian, but the true and pure Christians accused them of preserving in secret
the rites of Islam and of sympathy for the Barbary pirates. They were thought to
be clannish, marrying among themselves; and they were so efficient, sober, and
hard working that they outdistanced other Spaniards in competition. In 1609 some
150,000 Moriscos were driven out of Valencia; in 1610 some 64,000 were driven
from Aragon; in 1611 an unknown number were expelled from Castile. All were
simply put on boats and sent off with what they could carry. Spain, whose total
population was rapidly falling in any case, thus lost one of the most socially
valuable, if not religiously orthodox, of all its minorities.

Nor could the Christian kingdoms hold peaceably together. In 1640 Portugal,
which had been joined to the Spanish crown since 1580 when its own ruling line
had run out, reestablished its independence. That same year Catalonia rose in
open rebellion. The Catalan war, in which the French streamed across the
Pyrenees to aid the rebels, lasted for almost twenty years. Catalonia was at last
reconquered, but it managed to preserve its old privileges and separate identity.
Catalan and Castilian viewed each other with increased repugnance. The Spanish
kingdoms were almost as disunited, in spirit and in institutions,'as in the days of
Isabella and Ferdinand. They suffered, too, during the seventeenth century from
a line of kings whose mental peculiarities reached the point of positive imbecility.
Meanwhile, however, the might of Spain was still to be felt in both Germany and
France.

15. Tbe Disintegration and Reconstntction of France

Both France and Germany, in the so-called Wars of Religion, fell into an advanced
state of decomposition, France in almost forty years of civil war between 1562
and 1598, Germany in a long period of civil troubles culminating in the Thirty

r i  See o.  71.


